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Abstract 

 

Literature‘s role in the foreign language classroom has been extensively researched, and the 

benefits of enjoyable reading firmly established. But could teachers benefit from a new 

perspective in the form of Critical Literacy Pedagogy when choosing and teaching literary 

works? Critical Literacy Pedagogy, CLP, is a method of critically examining literature to 

detect possible power structures e.g. concerning ethnicity and gender. This study examines 

how teachers and students value a number of criteria and aspects in connection to what 

literature is used in the class. Two empirical web-based questionnaire surveys were conducted 

on a total of 23 teachers and 42 students in upper secondary school in Sweden. The results are 

primarily presented quantitatively with the complement of excerpts from the written answers 

to the open-ended questions, and has then analyzed with the help of CLP, to see if the method 

has a possible role in EFL-teaching in upper secondary school in Sweden. 

 

In the present study, the participating teachers valued practical characteristics, such as level of 

difficulty, higher than conceptual characteristics, such as the sexual orientation of an author or 

character, when choosing what literary works to teach. These ratings were seen as problematic 

when compared to the teachers‘ concrete exemplifications of taught works. Moreover, both 

teachers and students rated the possibility of critical and ethical discussion very highly in 

regard to the chosen works. A comparison between the ratings and the exemplified works 

indicate that CLP could be a valuable method when choosing what literature to teach. 
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1. Introduction 

John Dewey (1897) once wrote: ―I believe that all education proceeds by the participation of 

the individual in the social consciousness of the race‖ (p. 1). This opening line in his famous 

pedagogical creed highlights the importance of a school system which stimulates every single 

student by actively including them in society and introducing them to the responsibility that 

naturally follows. Schools have a fostering role and literature can, according to Howard 

(2011), advantageously be used to teach the values Dewey emphasizes. Howard (2011) 

declares that youngsters acquire ―significant insights into mature relationships, personal 

values, cultural identity … and understanding of the physical world‖ (p. 46) through reading 

fiction. Likewise, Clark and Rumbold (2006) have listed ―a more subtle awareness of human 

behaviour‖ (p. 14) as one of the main reasons for students to read. Literature plays a big part 

in conveying structures and cultural rules in society (Howard, 2011). In other words, reading 

is crucial for students‘ ability to understand themselves and others. Thus, we who teach 

through literature must be certain that when we choose books and novels for our courses, we 

do so with a purpose, constantly and continuously analysing what effect they might have on 

our students. For this reason I want to look at Critical Literacy Pedagogy, and this pedagogy‘s 

potential role in English teaching in upper secondary school in Sweden.  

 

The Swedish National Agency for Education, Skolverket, stipulates that education in upper 

secondary school must convey ―the equal value of all people, gender equality and solidarity 

between people‖ (Skolverket, 2011a, p. 10). This government agency adds that all schools 

―should actively and consciously influence and stimulate students into embracing the shared 

values of our society, and encourage their expression in practical daily action‖ (p. 10). These 

lines from the general steering documents clearly require teachers to deal with norms in the 

classroom, and in an inspiring fashion. Within these frames different school subjects have 

more specific and concrete objectives: one of the aims with the subject of English in upper 

secondary school is to cultivate awareness about ―social issues and cultural features‖ 

(Skolverket, 2011b, p. 2), while another aim concerns reading ―written … English of different 

kinds‖ (p. 1), and the students‘ ability to ―relate the content to their own experiences and 

knowledge‖. It is commonly known that we read in school, but it is up to each individual 

teacher whether or not what we read is chosen based on the teachers‘ overarching task to 

―actively promote equality of individuals and groups‖ (Skolverket, 2011a, p. 10).  
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From my own teaching experience I know how much time and effort that goes in to my 

choices of what literature to teach. I also know that it is difficult not to be affected by 

preconceived ideas about what is expected of me to teach. One way to deal to deal effectively 

with social issues, as stated in the steering documents, and also against ones biases, is for 

teachers to use Critical Pedagogy. Critical Pedagogy is a relatively young teaching approach; 

the term was first coined in 1968 by the Brazilian philosopher and educator Paulo Freire. The 

method has developed since then, and in this essay Guilherme‘s and Phipps‘s (2004) accounts 

of Critical Pedagogy will be the ones mostly used, such as the description of Critical 

Pedagogy as a tactic for addressing ―radical concerns‖ (2004, p.1) and ―the abuses of power in 

intercultural contexts‖. Breunig‘s reasoning from 2009 will also be applied as well as 

arguments by Giroux (2004), who is another central figure in shaping this pedagogy. Giroux 

claims that ―[e]ducators need a new language in which young people are not detached from 

politics but become central to … pedagogy conceived in terms of social and public 

responsibility‖ (2004, p. 7). According to Giroux (2004) Critical Pedagogy can work as this 

‗new language‘.  

 

An extension to this approach is Critical Literacy Pedagogy, CLP, in which literature is used 

with the purpose of raising difficult questions, and in which the aspect of why a specific work 

has been chosen also becomes scrutinized critically. This method is more specific to teaching 

literature and literature choices. Borsheim-Black, Macaluso and Petrone (2014) present CLP 

as a method which intends ―to draw attention to implicit ideologies of texts and textual 

practices by examining issues of power, normativity, and representation‖ (p. 123). In my own 

experience, having taught English at upper secondary school in Sweden, adolescents want to 

discuss what is happening in the world around us, and we as teachers have to let them take an 

active part in society. Dewey (1897) expresses a similar thought when stating that education is 

―a process of living and not a preparation for future living‖ (p. 7). My hope is that the present 

study could be used in a discussion regarding the possible role of Critical Literacy Pedagogy 

when teaching literature on English courses in Sweden. 

1.1 Aim 
The aim with this study is first, to investigate a number of English teachers‘ literature choices 

and second, to apply a CLP-based analysis on the results in order to establish if CLP has a 

potential role as a methodology when teaching literature in upper secondary school in 

Sweden.  
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1.2 Research questions 
· To what extent do a number of upper secondary school English teachers in Sweden 

use literature in their English courses? 

· To what extent do a number of upper secondary school English teachers in Sweden 

consider a number of qualities suggested by the steering documents when choosing 

what literature to teach on their English courses? 

· What do a number of students attending English courses in Sweden think is being 

taught by their English teachers in regard to the teachers‘ literary choices? 

· How do the teachers‘ ratings in the present study‘s survey relate to the titles the 

teachers write that they use? 

· Does CLP have a potential role as a methodology when teaching literature in upper 

secondary school in Sweden? 

 

2. Background 

The purpose of my background is to place my investigation in its research context; first, to 

give a brief account of the practical aspects of teaching literature in the EFL-classroom in 

upper secondary school in Sweden; second, to present the social benefits of teaching literature 

and research regarding which criteria teachers consider when choosing what literary works to 

teach and why; third, and last, I aim to outline Critical Pedagogy and Critical Literacy 

Pedagogy as well as present research which support the use of CLP in EFL-teaching. 

2.1 Teaching literature in the EFL-classroom in upper secondary school 

There are three English courses in upper secondary school in Sweden: English 5, English 6 

and English 7. Each course encompasses one hundred academic points, and for a student to 

graduate from upper secondary school he/she needs a total of 2500 points, collected from all 

subjects. According to the Teachers‘ Union, Lärarnas Riksförbund (2013), the teaching time 

connected to the points of each English-course used to be regulated by the government. Since 

the decentralization of the school system it is now up to each individual municipality and 

school to decide what amount is considered sufficient. In a report from Lärarnas Riksförbund 

(2013) the result of a survey indicates that an average of 86 hours is spent on each individual 

English-course. Furthermore, in the steering documents for each English-course in upper 

secondary school, ―literature‖ (Skolverket, 2011b) is listed as mandatory content. However, 

there are no set rules regarding how much time a teacher has to spend on teaching literature. 

The first ability Skolverket (2011b) lists, as something a teacher should give his/her students, 
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is the chance to cultivate an ―understanding of… written English, and also the ability to 

interpret content‖ (p. 2). The importance of the ability to read between the lines regarding 

literature taught in school is thus clearly stated in the overarching steering document for 

English which calls for critical thinking. I felt that this statement presented an opening for 

investigating which written works students have to interpret, and possibly, as a consequence, 

the potential role of Critical Pedagogy and Critical Literacy Pedagogy in regards to the 

selection process. I will discuss this further below. 

2.2 Why teach literature, and how to make the selection 
English has been taught in Swedish schools for centuries (Johansson, 2006). Since the 1950‘s 

English is a mandatory subject as early as in elementary school, and teaching literature in a 

foreign language has served different aims and has been done for different reasons ever since; 

Brian Parkinson and Helen Reid Thomas (2000) list accessibility, enhancement of reading 

skills, enhancement of writing skills, openness for interpretation and cultural enrichment as 

some of the reasons for using literature when teaching language. The authors have written a 

method-oriented guidebook, combining a view of literature as a resource for language 

learning and a view of literature as a subject to study in itself.  

 

Literary works in upper secondary school can be used in numerous of ways and for various 

reasons. Relevant for this study is that research has shown that enjoyable reading results in ―a 

greater insight into human nature and decision-making‖ (Clark and Rumbold, 2006, p. 9). The 

report highlights the following conclusion: ―we must see reading for pleasure as an activity 

that has real educational and social consequences‖ (p. 24). These real-life social consequences 

of reading literature can be measured and proven. A research report conducted by the National 

Endowment for the Arts (2007) shows a statistical significant correlation between people who 

read literary works and their aptitude for volunteering to do charity work; the study shows that 

a person who reads volunteers as much as three times more than those who do not. Another 

example is that those who read are more likely to vote in elections. The organization ascribes 

these connections, higher voting and volunteering rates, to reading literature; the phrase 

―active empathy‖ (p. 90), which one obtains through literature, describes how the ability to 

experience other cultures and to put oneself in someone else‘s shoes is enhanced with the help 

of literature. These findings correlate with how education and teaching literature are viewed 

in Critical Pedagogy and Critical Literacy Pedagogy (Giroux, 2004; Guilherme & Phipps, 

2004; Borsheim-Black et al., 2014). 
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More support for using literature to evolve as a socially aware and engaged person can be 

found in Jonathan P. A. Sell‘s (2005) research which highlights literature‘s role in furthering 

one‘s character. The author goes so far as to say that the primary reason for teaching literature 

in a foreign language classroom is that it ―fosters awareness of cultural, ethnic, religious, 

racial etc. diversity and sensitizes the young to contrasting perspectives, concepts and world 

views, such sensitivity being vital to life in community in the global village‖ (p. 90). The 

International Reading Association (2012) also promotes literature as a means to teach values 

in an ever-changing world, and focuses on the new demands on students due to advances in 

technology: the ability to critically evaluate information and sources is growing more crucial. 

The organization encourages teachers to actively try to affect their students to build a better 

future through literature: 

 

Now, more than ever, we need to become active proponents of educational 

growth—growth that recognizes the importance of high levels of literacy in 

order for adolescents to achieve their potentials, reach their personal goals, and 

build a better society. 

    (International Reading Association, 2012, p. 13) 

 

The value of teaching literature is, as shown above, multifaceted and prodigious, but can we 

reap the same benefits from all literary works? My limited experience as a prospective teacher 

would incline me to say no, and since literature is mandatory in the EFL-classroom in upper 

secondary school in Sweden, and students must be given the ability to understand and 

interpret written works (Skolverket, 2011b), I wanted to investigate how EFL-teachers chose 

the literary works for their courses. When exploring previous research on this subject one 

comes across a lot of articles and textbooks presenting advice directed towards teachers, given 

by various educational authorities (Pfordresher, 1993; Parkinson & Reid Thomas, 2000; 

Beach et al., 2006; Wilfong, 2007), regarding what to consider when picking literary works to 

teach. As a contrast to the considerable amount of advice on the subject, I found that there are 

few empirical studies investigating how teachers actually choose literature or what they 

consider when making their selection, especially at upper secondary level.  

 

One of these few studies is Holt-Reynolds and McDiarmid‘s (1994) article regarding 

prospective high school teachers in English and how they categorized texts and which criteria 
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they used to select which works to teach. The authors found that the selection was based on 

―themes, accessibility, genre, political reasons, [and] the traditional canon‖ (1994, p.1). Most 

of the 28 participating prospective teachers answered that it was important that their future 

students could relate to the chosen works (accessibility), and concerning the specific works 

they had to choose from many added that the theme, especially political ones such as ―the 

experience of African Americans‖ (p. 23), played a vital part in their decision-making. 

Furthermore, some participants highlighted the didactic appeal of certain works, often 

depending on which school they would work at later, while some claimed that a work‘s 

―canonical value‖ (p. 23) made a text necessary for all students regardless of ethnical or social 

status. In their conclusion Holt-Reynolds and McDiarmid (1994) state that the prospective 

teachers in general looked at how a certain work could teach their future students about ―the 

injustices of a racist society, the senselessness and horror of war, and socio-political lessons‖ 

(p. 24) as well as ―provide an opportunity for self-exploration or the exploration of unfamiliar 

times, places, cultures, circumstances‖ (p. 24).  

 

Hastie and Sharplin (2012) conducted their empirical study in Australia; three Head of 

Departments and six English teachers, teaching students age 13 to 16, from three different 

schools were chosen for interviews and asked to provide book lists. The data was then 

analyzed and compared to find similar patterns. Even though the age of the students differs 

slightly from the present study, the result is still relevant since the English Curriculum for 

students in Western Australia share a likeness to the English Curriculum for Swedish upper 

secondary school: neither Curriculum stipulate set texts. Hastie and Sharplin (2012) found 

that student engagement, school context and teachers‘ beliefs were the prime criteria for the 

participants. Every participant mentioned ―accessible text‖ (p. 41) and ―student interest‖ as a 

dominant criterion when choosing literature. In addition, according to Hastie and Sharplin 

(2012), the result ―indicates that they [teachers] categorize students‘ reading preferences 

along gender lines, considering the generalized needs of the class rather than the specific 

needs of individual students‖ (p. 41). Consequently, the authors did not find any evidence that 

the participating teachers allowed their students to choose their own literary works. Regarding 

school context, the authors found that circumstances such as ―availability of materials‖ (p. 

42), ―parents‘ high academic expectations‖ and at two schools morally suitable content 

influenced the selection of literary works. Teachers‘ beliefs were the last major influence this 

study concluded affected the literary selection: and specified aspects in connection to this, 
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such as ―broadening and extending student learning‖, ―cultural heritage‖ and ―classical and 

canonical texts‖ were mentioned by the teachers as criteria for their literature selection.  

 

Unfortunately for my study, neither of these studies were based on EFL-teaching which 

lessens the comparability between the results from each study and my own. However, the 

empirical nature of the study provides a common trait and is important when understanding 

my essay. In addition to this I have not found any similar studies conducted in Sweden or 

other countries where EFL is taught. This further enhances the relevance of these two studies 

as an acceptable substitute. The data reported by Holt-Reynolds and McDiarmid (1994) is 22 

years old but can to some extent still be compared to the results from the present study, and 

hopefully my research can present a glimpse of a more contemporary picture of teachers‘ 

literature choices. In comparison, Hastie and Sharplin (2012) present more contemporary 

research concerning what influences English teachers when they choose which literary works 

to teach. Even though this study is rather small I believe the researchers‘ result is interesting 

in connection to my study. 

2.3 The Theory of Critical Pedagogy  
Critical Pedagogy is a way of teaching mostly concerned with the raising of awareness, e g of 

power structures in different forms, and of inequality as well as with encouraging students to 

make a difference (Breunig, 2009; Guilherme & Phipps, 2004). According to Breunig (2009), 

Critical Pedagogy has gone through various historical changes: from being influenced by Karl 

Marx, through postcolonialism, to the current perception of Critical Pedagogy as a method 

where ―education should serve to challenge the structure of the traditional canon and should 

develop and offer alternative classroom practices‖ (Breunig, 2009, p. 249). Different 

variations of Critical Pedagogy can be applied to literature through theories such as 

ecocriticism, feminism and queer theory and what they all have in common is ―to contribute 

to a more socially just world‖ (Breunig, 2009, p. 250). In their work, titled Critical Pedagogy, 

Guilherme and Phipps (2004) describe the concept as a process of ―addressing radical 

concerns, the abuses of power in intercultural contexts, in the acquisition of languages and in 

their circulation‖ (p. 1), something they believe is not being done to the extent it could, and 

should, in today‘s classrooms. 

 

In addition, Guilherme and Phipps (2004) claim that educators have the responsibility to teach 

students about inequality and injustice, whether it concerns ethnicity, gender, sexuality, class, 
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or any other type of perceived oppression. Critical pedagogy also places the individual student 

at the center of teaching and stress the importance of including the present adolescents in the 

classroom conversation: it is the young adult‘s experiences and observations which work as 

the basis for this critical approach. According to Guilherme and Phipps (2004), Critical 

Pedagogy has an encouraging effect on both teacher and students, and inspires everyone to 

enjoy reading literature.  

 

One criticism towards Critical Pedagogy pertains to the method‘s suitability as an approach in 

education (Guilherme and Phipps, 2004). There is a great deal to be learnt and taught in 

school in order to get employment as an adult, and a research report published by Public & 

Science (2013), a scientific organization in Sweden, concludes that lack of time is the biggest 

obstacle for teachers when implementing new research and theories in their teaching. 

According to Guilherme and Phipps (2004) preparing for future job opportunities and critical 

thinking are equally necessary and much needed parts of education in order to equip students 

with the necessary tools to face the challenges today‘s society presents to us. The authors 

continuously promote Critical Pedagogy as a necessity, arguing that this pedagogy of 

responsibility ―educates young people simultaneously for a professional future and for critical 

citizenship‖ (p. 4). In their opinion Critical Pedagogy should be an essential part of education 

for young adults and the authors believe it is educators‘ obligation to endorse students‘ active 

involvement in society. Giroux (2004) further enhances the teacher‘s role by stating that it is 

up to educators to understand ―the importance of students becoming accountable for others 

through their ideas, language, and actions‖ (p. 19). 

 

Another criticism towards the method is that students could easily get discouraged by the 

controversial topics Critical Pedagogy handle (Guilherme and Phipps, 2004): for example, our 

planet and all species face climate change, wars and other serious problems for which humans 

are held accountable. Some teachers believe that they are doing their students a favour by not 

bringing topics of environmental disasters, suffering and discrimination into the classroom 

(Guilherme & Phipps, 2004). The authors disagree though: they believe Critical Pedagogy is 

an approach based on ―action and hope‖ (p. 5), which can help students deal with difficult, but 

acute, topics. When using Critical Pedagogy to teach language Guilherme and Phipps (2004) 

reason that ―we have stories to tell that are critical, resourceful, hopeful and also stories to tell 

that are of grief, of frustration, dissent‖ (p. 6). According to the authors the individual 
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student‘s stories are a vital part of teaching, and the authors promote the usage of Critical 

Pedagogy, not just in English but in all subjects taught in school.   

2.3.1 Critical Literacy Pedagogy (CLP) 

Critical Literacy Pedagogy, CLP, is a specific approach within Critical Pedagogy which uses 

literature to deal with different power structures and to teach values (Guilherme & Phipps, 

2004; Borsheim-Black et al., 2014). According to Borsheim-Black et al. (2014), CLP ―aims to 

draw attention to implicit ideologies of texts and textual practices by examining issues of 

power, normativity, and representation, as well as facilitating opportunities for equity oriented 

sociopolitical action‖ (p. 123). Using this approach, a teacher should help his/her students to 

take a critical stance against the choice of literature as well as the content (Guilherme and 

Phipps, 2004), which is why this theory is relevant to the present study. Borsheim-Black et al. 

(2014) argue that CLP successfully should be used when reading ―canonical texts‖ (p. 123) 

since these kinds of works preserve ―ideologies that are also dominant—about Whiteness, 

masculinity, heterosexuality, Christianity, and physical and mental ability‖. According to 

Borsheim-Black et al. (2014), a CLP reading combines two tactics: both ―reading with and 

against a text‖ (p. 124). In line with this, the authors provide the reader with a template of 

questions to help guide teachers and students in their endeavor to apply CLP in the English 

classroom. One of these questions is simply ―Should we read this book?‖ (p. 126), actively 

asking students to participate ―in denaturalizing and calling into question the very curriculum 

they are being asked to study‖. (p. 128). In other words, Borsheim-Black et al. endorse CLP 

as a necessary method to apply in upper secondary school, because it helps scrutinize how and 

what literature is chosen by teachers.  

 

Skolverket (2014) has recognized the value of Critical Literacy Pedagogy; an article about the 

method is included on the organization‘s webpage which highlights its areas of use. The 

organization points out that Critical Literacy Pedagogy is a way of viewing language 

interaction, and it is of importance that teachers have the ability to teach their students about 

different literary works according to their sometimes hidden aim, structure and tone. It is 

stressed that Critical Literacy Pedagogy is not a clear-cut method which one can bring into the 

classroom and follow as a ready plan (Skolverket, 2014).  

2.3.2 CLP in the EFL-classroom 

A recent study conducted in a ‗Reading Comprehension 1‘ course at Allameh Tabataba‘i 

University, Tehran, analyzed the learning process and how the participating students‘ critical 
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thinking developed throughout the course. The result of this study is relevant for the present 

study since it was done in an EFL-classroom. The 27 participants were between 18 and 21 

years old, and Abednia and Izadinia (2013) analyzed group discussions and the students‘ 

reflective journals. Five different themes were recognized from the data and the authors 

claimed that they could register student awareness regarding ―contextualizing issues‖ (p. 344), 

―problem posing‖ (p. 345), ―defining and redefining key concepts‖ (p. 346), ―drawing on 

one‘s own and others‘ experiences‖ (p. 347) and ―offering solutions and suggestions‖ (p. 

347). Abednia and Izadinia (2013), although conceding that the researched course was too 

short to draw any long-term conclusions, argue that the students really liked the course, and 

claim that ―a major reason behind their [the students‘] interest is that they appreciated the 

significance of the opportunity that encouraged critical and creative treatment of different 

issues rather than passive adoption of a single interpretation of the world‖ (p. 348). 

Furthermore, the authors state that the students showed a ―heightened awareness‖, which 

according to Abednia and Izadinia (2013) was reflected in the particpants‘ writing: ―they tried 

to capture the complexity of issues through contextualizing them, identifying their problem 

areas, offering appropriate solutions, and reconsidering their own previous conceptualizations 

of them‖ (p. 348). In their conclusion, the authors emphasized the teacher‘s role in the 

classroom, stressing that ―teachers must remain open to students‘ feedback, as openness is a 

prerequisite for dialogical education‖ (p. 349). According to Abednia and Izadinia (2013) this 

is important since there is a risk that students lack familiarity with Critical Pedagogy as a 

theory, which ―renders teachers‘ explicit help necessary‖ (p. 329). 

2.4 Background conclusion 
The idea of literature as a way to bestow positive values on young adults and to further their 

ability to create a better future (International Reading Association, 2012; Clark and Rumbold, 

2006; National Endowment for the Arts, 2007; Sell, 2005) is well established, but Giroux 

(2004) highlights the need for a ‗new language‘ when teaching literature to young adults in a 

relevant matter to make them aware of their societal responsibilities. According to Guilherme 

& Phipps (2004) and Borsheim-Black et al. (2014) the theory of CP, and more specific CLP, 

plays an important role when learning and teaching about social and cultural issues, since it 

teaches students to question everything, even why they are reading a particular work. When 

on the topic of questioning why students read what they read, the result of Holt-Reynolds and 

McDiarmid (1994) and Hastie and Sharplin (2012) empirical studies is of interest: both 

studies show how diverse the basis for an English teachers‘ literary selection can be, and 
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student interest, accessibility and canonical texts are mentioned in them both. And since 

Breunig (2009) states that one of the aims of Critical Literacy Pedagogy is ―to challenge the 

structure of the traditional canon‖ (p. 249) as well as Borsheim-Black et al. (2014) claim that 

CLP is particularly suited when reading canonical texts, this casts a positive light on the 

potential role of Critical Pedagogy as a methodology when teaching English as a foreign 

language. Furthermore, Abednia‘s and Izadinia‘s (2013) data shows that when CLP is used 

with literature studies in English in an EFL-classroom, the students demonstrate an increased 

awareness of different social issues and began to question their own earlier opinions regarding 

these issues. In the light of this result, and the fact that the data presented in both Holt-

Reynolds and McDiarmid (1994) and Hastie and Sharplin (2012) display English teachers‘ 

aim to teach their students about social and cultural issues, the method of CLP-reading could 

be of interest.  

 

In conclusion, the collected sources has demonstrated the value of investigating how a 

number of English teachers in upper secondary school in Sweden value a number of criteria 

and aspects in regard to the literary works they choose to teach, as well as concrete examples 

of their literature choices. The result of the present study will hopefully give an indication as 

to whether or not Critical Literacy Pedagogy has a potential role as a methodology when 

teaching literature on the English courses in upper secondary school in Sweden. 

 

3. Method 

The aim of the present study is to investigate to what extent a number of English teachers‘ 

literature choices, of a given set of criteria and aspects, can be related to Critical Pedagogy 

and Critical Literacy Pedagogy in order to detect if the approaches have a potential role as a 

methodology when teaching literature in upper secondary school in Sweden. Due to the aim, a 

large number of participants was desirable, and to achieve that a quantitative study in the form 

of web-based questionnaire surveys (Denscombe, 2014, p. 14) was chosen. The selected 

research method has other advantages than reaching a high number of respondents: the 

accessibility of the questionnaire plays a great role, both for the creator and participants; the 

method is environmentally sustainable since it does not involve paper use; it saves time, both 

in distribution and data processing, and the chosen survey service is free of charge. From here 

on I will refer to the teachers‘ survey as Survey 1 and the students‘ survey as Survey 2.          
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3.1 Participants 
The target population for the present study is twofold: English teachers, teaching at upper 

secondary schools in Sweden, and students attending one or several English courses in upper 

secondary school. Although the research project is on a small scale the web-based 

questionnaire survey lends itself well to reaching respondents over a large geographical area 

(Denscombe, 2014, p. 49). Since the research questions of the present study are specified to 

teachers and students, the participants‘ knowledge is crucial. Thus, both groups of participants 

have been selected by a non-probability sampling technique of purposive sampling (p. 41), 

which means that I selected to target teachers and students of English in upper secondary 

school due to their desired knowledge of English teachers‘ literature choices.  

 

When selecting the target population of teachers, two mid-sized towns in the middle of 

Sweden were chosen by convenience sampling (Denscombe, 2014, p. 43) for two reasons: 

first, because teachers in the chosen towns would have heard of the researcher‘s university 

and hopefully want to answer the questionnaire; second, due to the fact that a sampling frame 

(p. 34) had to be made in order to limit the number of responses and maintain manageability 

of this small scale project. The students, the participants in the second survey, were also 

chosen by convenience sampling for two reasons: firstly due to an already established contact 

with a large upper secondary school in a mid-sized town in the middle of Sweden, which 

helped the ease of access; and secondly because it provided an situation where the researcher 

could be present while the students participated in the survey, and therefore could answer any 

question which might arise.  

 

Unfortunately, it proved a difficult task to get the participating teachers‘ own students 

included in the second questionnaire. The limited time frame and the sheer volume of student 

responses it would have entailed were contributing factors to the ensuing lack of 

correspondence. Other factors which influenced the decision to separate the target groups of 

the surveys were ―literacy and vulnerability‖ (Denscombe, 2014, p. 168) of the student target 

group: one could not expect all of the participating students to understand everything in the 

questionnaire since it was in English, and the students were young adults which put a higher 

necessity on the researcher‘s presence from an ethical standpoint. When dealing with younger 

participants, the researcher has a larger responsibility towards the participants. The lack of 

correspondence between the two researched groups, that is, the fact that I have not target the 
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included teachers‘ students in Survey 2, should be kept in mind when examining the results, 

since this could question the present study‘s reliability.  

3.2 Materials 

3.2.1 Questionnaire design 

The web-based questionnaire surveys were designed using the Google Forms-application. 

This tool allowed the possibility to demand that each question was answered, which made 

sure that each answered questionnaire was fully completed. The questionnaire designed for 

the teachers consisted of ten questions, four of which asked for each participant‘s own words. 

These four questions presented an opportunity to develop one‘s answer and to give short 

examples of what was asked in a previous question. The term ‗literary works‘ was defined as 

‗written works such as novels, short stories, poems etc.‘ on the first page of the questionnaires 

to avoid misunderstandings of what was asked (See Appendix 1 and Appendix 2).  

 

The questionnaire designed for the students consisted of eight questions, two of which asked 

for each participant‘s own words. These two questions presented an opportunity to develop 

one‘s answer and to give short examples of what was asked in a previous question. The 

questions were largely made up of estimating on a scale from one to six and multiple-choice 

options. This format was chosen to facilitate the use and manage the time factor for the 

participants. Both the survey designed for the students, and the one designed for English 

teachers were estimated to take a maximum of fifteen minutes to complete. See Appendix 1 

and Appendix 2 for an overview of all the questions. 

3.2.2 Choosing questions 

As stated before, the surveys was written with the help of two University lecturers in English 

and an English teacher at upper secondary school, and the goal was that the included parts 

should represent the common qualities one think of when choosing literature for an English 

course. In both surveys the terms ―criteria‖ and ―aspects of learning‖ were used, and the 

chosen parts asked about in the surveys was subsequently grouped according to critical 

content and skill: the criteria relate to what they look for in the book, and the aspects of 

learning relate to what they want to get out of the book. I did not want to offer the teachers 

this explanation, as there was a risk it would guide their responses too much. There is a risk 

that this decision made the questions unclear and hard to distinguish from each other for the 

participants.  
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The included selection of criteria was made with the help of the steering documents for 

Swedish upper secondary school: Ethnicity, sexual orientation and gender are all included in 

the general steering documents (Skolverket, 2011a, p. 4) as topics teachers should actively 

endorse in their teaching. The selection of criteria was identical in both surveys to facilitate a 

comparison between the two, and first narrowed down to: ‗Ethnicity (author or character(s) in 

the text)‘, ‗Sexual orientation (author or character(s) in the text)‘ and ‗Gender (author or 

character(s) in the text)‘. In addition to these three criteria, the Western canon came up when 

discussing what to include in the survey as something teachers consider. Thus, ‗Belonging to 

the Western canon‘ was added as well, a concept I discuss below. The more practical reasons 

were narrowed down to ‗Length of the literary work‘, ‗Level of difficulty of the literary 

work‘, and ‗Genre of the literary work‘. With this selection an attempt was made to divide 

value-emphasized criteria (‗ethnicity‘, ‗sexual orientation‘, ‗gender‘, ‗belonging to the 

Western canon‘) and practical criteria (‗length‘, ‗level of difficulty‘ and ‗genre‘).  

 

Regarding the choice of including ‗Belonging to the Western canon‘ it is necessary to define 

what a literary canon is: a literary canon can be defined as works which can be viewed as 

normative and a reflection of a society‘s values (NE, 2016). The Western canon therefor 

mostly reflects Western society‘s values. This is a complicated concept, and the Western 

canon‘s demarcation could, and often does, generate its own individual discussion. The reason 

why it was included in the surveys mostly had to do with its connection to CLP, as previously 

stated by Borsheim et al. (2014): they mean that CLP should in particular be applied to 

―canonical literature‖. However, no definition of ‗Belonging to the Western canon‘ was 

presented either to the teachers or students. I chose to do so due to the fact that the present 

study‘s aim has little to with how the Western cannon is defined, but all the more with what 

the teachers and students read in to this criterion. Nonetheless, since this could be a 

problematic concept to understand for students, I, as stated before, was present when the 

students took the survey. None of the students asked about this criterion, and none of the 

participating teachers e-mailed, as I had suggested if something was unclear, which indicates 

that they at least had their own perception of what ‗Belonging to the Western canon‘ meant. 

 

Common aspects when choosing literature for an English course, a teacher‘s primary goal for 

teaching a certain work, were discussed at length with the English teacher consultant. In the 

end, the aspects that the teachers were asked to rate on a scale from one to six based on 

importance when choosing literature to teach, were narrowed down to ‗Content‘, ‗Language 
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skills (grammar, spelling, etc.)‘, ‗Ethical/Critical discussion‘ and ‗Literary terminology‘.  The 

aspect of ‗Ethical/Critical discussion‘ was chosen with the aim of researching the potential 

role of Critical Pedagogy and Critical Literacy Pedagogy when teaching literature on the 

English courses in upper secondary school in Sweden.    

 

In Survey 1, the participating teachers were asked to list five examples of literary works they 

have taught. The reason why the choice was limited to five was in regards to the 

manageability of the result. One must consider the risk that the participating teachers choose 

literary works they think suit the present survey. Hopefully the chance of receiving unbiased 

answers increases with the promise of anonymity. 

3.3 Procedure 

Initially an e-mail was sent out to the administrative personnel at the chosen cities‘ upper 

secondary schools. In the e-mail a short presentation of the researcher and the aim of the 

project were included. Furthermore they are asked to forward a link to the survey and the 

present study‘s cover letter (Appendix 3) to the English teachers at their school. In addition, 

the administrative personnel were asked to give notice when they had done this or if they for 

any reason felt that they could not accommodate the request.  

 

Then an e-mail was sent to an English teacher at an upper secondary school, where a contact 

had already been established in the past, asking permission to carry out a web-based survey 

questionnaire with students on English courses. In the e-mail a brief description of the 

intended project was included. Since the focus of the present study primarily lies on the 

English teachers‘ choices no requirement was included as to what specific English course(s) 

the students needed to have completed. The English teacher responded positively and 

subsequently contacted colleagues he/she thought were appropriate to ask if they would have 

approximately fifteen minutes to spare for the project. Via e-mail a date and time was set for 

the student related empirical study to take place. After two weeks both of the surveys were 

closed and the data was collected. The collected data was analysed with the help of statistical 

tools: percentages and mean values were calculated in order to detect comparable patterns. 

Lastly the concrete results were placed in its research context in an attempt to draw possible 

conclusions.  
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3.3.1 Ethical considerations 

In order to collect the necessary data in an ethical manner, the code of ethics for researchers 

follows the Swedish Research Council‘s (Vetenskapsrådet, 2011) guidelines. The main 

requirements which the study adheres to were those that relate to information, consent, 

anonymity, and confidentiality. A cover letter was attached along with the e-email sent out to 

the teachers, explaining what the aim of the project was, and how the responses would be 

used. There is always a risk that the respondents, and especially the teachers in the present 

study, somewhat modifies their answers to fit the aim of the study. I tried to avoid this by not 

mentioning the steering documents in the survey or cover letter, as to mediate the true sense 

that there was no right or wrong answer: there was nothing they were supposed to do already. 

An introductory presentation was given to the students included in this survey where they 

were informed of their rights and the aim with the study, to what extent a number of English 

teachers literature choices can be analyzed through Critical Pedagogy and Critical Literacy 

Pedagogy in order to detect if the methods have a potential role in upper secondary school in 

Sweden, so that they were aware that the focus was on the teachers: the students were 

informed that they were not in any way evaluated. Anonymity was assured as the respondents 

never had to type in their name, and no other traits, such as gender, workplace, city they live 

in etc., were inquired about. Participation in the study could at any time be cancelled by 

closing the webpage or contacting the researcher. Any unfinished questionnaires were not 

saved. Contact information to the researcher was provided, both in the cover letter and 

presentation, in case any questions had arisen after the questionnaire was completed.  

4. Results 
The quantitative data will be presented according to survey: first Survey 1, which refers to the 

questionnaire the teachers have answered, and then Survey 2, which refers to the survey taken 

by the students. Since both closed questions and open-ended questions have been asked, and 

often in relation to one another, the result will be displayed in the order the questions are 

asked. The nominal and ordinal results will mainly be presented through bar- and pie charts, 

while excerpts of the written answers will be presented in their original form. 

Survey 1 

Figure 1 shows that the majority of teachers assessed that they dedicate 13-24 hours on an 

average 86-hour course to using literary works in their teaching. However, 9 out of 23 

teachers use 25-36 hours or more per course to teach literature, which roughly makes up a 

third of the classroom hours. Only two teachers use 12 hours or less. This first question poses 
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a possible problem with how one defines the phrase ―devote to literary works‖ which needs to 

be kept in mind regarding the reliability of this result. 

 

The Teacher's Union estimates that the upper secondary English courses span 86 classroom hours each on 

average. How many of these hours do you estimate that you devote to literary works? 

 

Figure 1. The English teachers‘ estimation of the number of hours they spend on literature in class. 

 

Figures 2, 3 and 4 display how many literary works the teachers‘ estimate that they use on 

each English course. It is evident that the number of works increases with the level of the 

course. Even though not all teachers actually teach English 7, which is not surprising since it 

is an optional course, a clear majority teaches 3-4 or more works per course. In English 5 the 

most common number is 1 or 2 works. 

 

Question 2: Approximately how many literary works do you teach on your English courses? 

 

Figure 2. The English teachers‘ estimation of the number of works they teach in English 5. 

 

 

Figure 3. The English teachers‘ estimation of the number of works they teach in English 6. 
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Figure 4. The English teachers‘ estimation of the number of works they teach in English 7. 

 

 

Question 3: To what extent are you able to choose the literature you teach? 

   

  

 

Figure 5. Teachers‘ estimation of to what extent they can choose what literary works to teach. 

 

In Figure 5 it is evident that the majority of English teachers believe that they can choose the 

literary works they teach without much interference. The teachers were then asked to explain 

their previous answer. Most teachers answered that they completely choose their own 

literature, some together with their colleagues and others with their students. For the other 

teachers the foremost restriction was economy as demonstrated in answers (1) and (2). 

 

(1)  I am not able to buy books so I can only teach works that I am able to get hold of 

in free online copies which somewhat limits access to a lot of more modern 

works.. (Participant #14) 

(2)   I can choose the literature myself, but I am a bit limited by the economy of my 

school. I often have to choose from the novels etc that we already have at school. 

(Participant #23) 

 

Figure 6 displays how the English teachers rate the importance of seven different criteria 

when choosing what literature to teach. A mean-value has been calculated to get a clearer 

picture how the participating teachers of the overall importance of each specific criterion. The 

least important criterion is whether the literary work belongs to the Western canon or not. 
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There is a clear distinction between the more practical applications, such as length, level of 

difficult and genre as oppose to ethnicity, sexual orientation and gender of the author or the 

characters in the literary work. The practical criteria are rated higher, with level of difficulty 

as the clear leader. 

 

Question 5: How would you rate the importance of the following criteria when choosing what literature to 

teach, on a scale from 1-6? 6 being very important and 1 being not important at all 

 

Figure 6. Mean value of the selected criterion according to the participating teachers. 

 

The next question asks how the English teachers rate the importance of some aspects when 

choosing what literary works to teach, and Figure 7 displays the mean-value of each aspect to 

provide a clear overview. The highest mean-value calculated from this question is the aspect 

of conducting an ethical or critical discussion when choosing what literary works to teach. 

This was rated even higher than the content, which also received a high value. The lowest 

rating was given to the practical implementation of literary terminology and language skills. 

 

Question 6: How would you rate the importance of the following aspects of learning when choosing what 

literature to teach? 6 being very important and 1 being not important at all. 

 

Figure 7. Mean value of the selected aspects according to the participating teachers. 
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In Question 7, the teachers are asked to give examples of any other criterion or aspect when 

choosing what literary works to teach and only seven teachers complement with their own 

reasons, and a variety of answers are given. The main foci are on the curriculum, the students 

and current events as demonstrated in answers (3), (4), and (5). 

 

(3)  All the books I use need to have a relevance to the course curriculum. They need 

to be interesting to the read [sic] and motivating. There also needs to be a clear 

learning objective connected to the book. (Participant #3) 

(4)  The development of learners‘ literary experience. Possibility to expand horizons. 

Link to current trends, societal developments. (Participant #8) 

(5)  I try to adapt after the interests of the students. (Participant #19) 

 

 

In Question 8 each teacher was asked to give five examples of literary works they have taught 

in their English classes, which is presented in Figure 8.  

 

Figure 8. How often a work/author was listed by the participating teachers. 

 

In total, 24 authors were exemplified by the 23 participating teachers. Several choices were 

identical, such as William Golding‘s Lord of the Flies (12 of 23 teachers included this title), 

Mary Shelley's Frankenstein (8 of 23 teachers included this title), John Steinbeck‘s Of Mice 
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and Men (6 of 23 teachers included this title) and Charlotte Brontë‘s Jane Eyre (6 of 23 

teachers included this title). Some authors appeared several times such as William 

Shakespeare (16 of 23 teachers included one of his works), Charles Dickens (11 of 23 

teachers included one of his works), George Orwell (10 of 23 teachers included one of his 

works) and Edgar A. Poe (10 of 23 teachers included one of his works). It is interesting to 

note how similar some of the literature choices are: only 24 authors were mentioned when 23 

teachers have listed five examples of what they have taught in their EFL-classroom. From 

Figure 8, one can deduce that the twelve authors with the most listings can be viewed as 

canonical authors, whereas the twelve that are used by fewer teachers, with the exception of 

Alice Munroe, come from popular culture, young adult fiction, non-fiction and/or were 

written by women of color. Other exemplified works were listed only once and somewhat 

more contemporary, such as I Am Malala by Malala Yousafzai, Americanah by Chimamanda 

Adichie and The Hunger Games-trilogy by Suzanne Collins. Merely 2.6% of the listed works 

are written by someone outside of USA, Canada and northern Europe, mainly Great Britain, 

and out of 115 works only 26 was written by women which means a mere 22.6 % of the 

works are written by women. Of the 115 exemplified works, 89 of the listed works were 

written by men. That is 77,4 % of the literature, and all of these works were written by white, 

Western men.  

 

Figure 9 shows that almost half of the English teachers conduct critical discussions about all 

literary works dealt with in the classroom. A little over 30 % of the teachers do this with the 

majority of the literary works in their English courses.  

 

Question 9: Have you had critical discussions in class regarding the works you listed in the previous 

question? 

  

Figure 9. The English teachers‘ estimation of the number of literary works which they have had critical 

discussion about. 

 

 

No 3 13 % 
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The last and tenth question the English teachers are asked to answer is an open-ended follow-

up question where they are asked to give concrete examples of critical discussion topics. 

Reoccurring topics were ethnicity and feminism. However, a few teachers focused on the 

more concrete aspects of the work. Examples are shown in answers (6), (7) and (8).  

 

(6)  The historical setting (if it's an older book). The main characters and their 

personality traits. The setting. How the author uses language, the genre of the 

literary work and its context. (Participant #1) 

(7)   Ethnicity and racism, gender equality, life and death, living conditions in other 

countries, power and politics etc. (Participant #22) 

(8) Rebellion, oppression, consumerism, the American Dream and feminism. 

(Participant #17) 

 

Survey 2 

The aim with the wed-based questionnaire survey designed for the students is to detect the 

students‘ own perception of how much literature they deal with in English, what criteria and 

aspects they think that their English teachers consider when choosing what literary works to 

teach and if they believe that they have critical discussions in connection to the literature. 

 

Figure 10 shows that the student estimation is fairly similar to the teachers‘. A majority of the 

students answer that they spend 24 hours or less on literary works, and out of those 28.6 % 

estimate that they spend 0-12 hours on literary works, which is a significantly higher 

percentage rate compared to the same category in Survey 1. Most students stated that their 

English teacher spends 25-36 hours on literary works in the classroom. 

 

Question 1: Each English course you attend span approximately 86 classroom hours each. How many of 

these hours do you think your teacher devotes to literary works? 

 

Figure 10. The students‘ estimation of the number of hours their English teacher spends on literature in class. 
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Figures 11, 12 and 13 display how many literary works the students estimate that their 

English teacher uses on each English course. The result clearly indicates that a large number 

of the participating students do not attend either English 6 or English 7, which is not 

surprising since it is an optional course. It was difficult to find a clear pattern in the attained 

answers from the participating students.  

 

Question 2: Approximately how many literary works do you read on your English courses? 

 

Figure 11. The students‘ estimation of the number of literary works they study in English 5. 

 

 

Figure 12. The students‘ estimation of the number of literary works they study in English 6. 

 

 

Figure 13. The students‘ estimation of the number of literary works they study in English 7. 

 

Figure 14 displays how the students rated the same seven criteria as the teachers were asked 
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teachers considered. The mean-value has been calculated to facilitate a comparison between 

the two questionnaires‘ results. The students‘ results are more unvarying than the teachers, but 

the graph still displays a similar pattern as shown in Figure 6 presenting the teachers‘ results.  

 

Question 3: Based on what you have read: how important do you believe your English teacher thinks the 

following criteria are when choosing literary works to teach, on a scale from 1-6?  

 

Figure 14. Mean value of the selected criterion according to the participating students. 

 

According to this study‘s results, Survey 2 shows the same lowest and highest scores as 

Survey 1: belonging to the Western canon is considered to be the least relevant criterion and 

the level of difficulty is the most important criterion of the given choices. Granting, the rating 

of the answers in Survey 2 on Question 2 are more alike than in the corresponding question in 

Survey 1.  

 

After this the students were asked to estimate what aspects they think their English teachers 

consider when choosing what literary works to teach, based on the works they have read. The 

result is presented in Figure 15 and displays that students attending English classes believe 

that English teachers primarily think of the concrete aspect of language skills when choosing 

literature. After that ‗Ethical/Critical discussion‘ has the second highest rating whilst content 

and literary terminology is in the bottom end according to the students‘ estimation. 
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Question 4: Based on what you have read: how important do you believe your English teacher thinks the 

following aspects are when choosing literary works to teach, on a scale from 1-6? 

 

Figure 15. Mean value of the selected aspects according to the participating students. 

 

Next, the students were asked to rate how important the same four aspects would be if they 

themselves got to choose the literature. As one can see in Figure 16 the result showcases a 

slight difference in the ratings. ‗Language skills‘ loses some value to ‗Content‘ but otherwise 

the result is essentially identical between what aspects the students perceive that their English 

teachers take into consideration and what they would take into account themselves.   

 

Question 5: If YOU got to choose: how important do you think the following aspects are when reading 

literary works in school, on a scale from 1-6? 

 

Figure 16. Mean value of the selected aspects according to the participating students, if they chose themselves. 
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to take the opportunity to criticise their English teachers. The results are presented in answers 

(9), (10) and (11).   

 

(9)  Yes, I think so. Teachers should ask us what we want to read and talk about. 

Maybe we would be more interested then. (Participant #10) 

(10)  Something exciting? We like stuff that are funny and we know. If he asked us he 

would know. (Participant #27) 

(11)  My English teacher doesn't look after what we do right or good, he search for 

what we are doing wrong. I don't believe that we learn as much from that type of 

learning. (Participant #39) 

 

In Survey 2 the students are also asked if they have had critical discussion in the classroom 

regarding any of the literary works they have read. A clear majority answered yes, as shown 

in Figure 17, while as many as 38.1 % responded no.  

 

Question 7: When you have read literary works in class, have you had critical discussions about them? 

   

                             

 

       

 

Figure 17. The students‘ estimation if they have had critical discussions regarding any literary work in English 

class. 

 

The 25 students who answer ‗Yes‘, as well as the only student who answers ‗Other‘, were 

asked a last question: to give an example of such a critical discussion. Not everyone chose to 

answer, but quite a few wrote racism or ethnicity, while others put down watching a film, 

discussing how the English language has spread over the world and current events as 

discussion topics of critical nature. In a few of the obtained answers it was hard to detect the 

critical discussion, and that could mean that the question was unclear or that these answers 

were not properly developed. The term ‗critical discussion‘ was not defined on purpose since 

I was interested in the students‘ interpretation of it, and the responses mostly show that the 

students understood the question. These results are presented in answers (12), (13), (14) and 

(15).   
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(12)  We have discussed racism and that you don‘t decide to leave your country and 

be a refugee. (Participant #10) 

(13)  I read a book called i am malala [sic] and in English we talk about how 

important school is and that everybody is included. Even girls. (Participant #16) 

(14)  About how English has spread around the world. About a movie called Angels 

and Demons. (Participant #22) 

(15)  Politics and how easy it is to be affected about social environments. (Participant 

#37)  

5. Data analysis and discussion 
The aim with this study was first, to investigate a number of English teachers‘ literature 

choices and second, to apply a CLP-based analysis on the results in order to establish if CLP 

has a potential role as a methodology when teaching literature in upper secondary school in 

Sweden.  

 

Literature is listed as something English teachers should teach in every English course in 

upper secondary school in Sweden (Skolverket, 2011b), as mentioned above, and the 

importance of reading literature for adolescents is already very well established by previous 

research (Parkinson & Reid Thomas, 2000; International Reading Association, 2012; Clark & 

Rumbold, 2006; National Endowment for the Arts, 2007; Sell, 2005). However, it can be of 

value to briefly highlight what this study has found in support of this; the results of the 

present study show that literary works are in fact being used when teaching English on each 

level, and therefore the answers to the first two questions of the questionnaire were expected 

and can be interpreted as support for the included research as well as the steering documents. 

Only one teacher answered that he/she does not teach any literary works in English 5, which 

by itself could be considered alarming since it is compulsory to teach: it could however, be 

explained by the fact that the study was performed during the fall and he/she might not have 

had time to teach any literature yet. The perception of number of works taught or read on each 

course is quite similar between English teachers and students. One notable difference is the 

seven students who answer that they read 0 works in both English 6 and 7. One possible 

explanation for this result could be that students chose this alternative instead of answering 

that they never have attended that course, or that they have forgotten what they have read. 

Since the students and teachers did not come from the same schools, the results are not 
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comparable, but may reflect different situations in different schools. A future study looking 

into this research area could perhaps learn from this study‘s limitations.  

 

Breunig (2009), as well as Guilherme and Phipps (2004), state that the major foci of CLP are 

power relations and inequality. Turning to the result we see that the practical aspects of the 

pre-selected criteria asked about in the questionnaires, ‗length‘, ‗level of difficulty‘ and 

‗genre‘, have higher ratings than ‗ethnicity‘, ‗sexual orientation‘ and ‗gender‘ of the author or 

the characters in the literary work in both quantitative studies. In this aspect, using CLP to 

analyze the result, the studied teachers do not quite measure up to the CLP idea that literature 

should be chosen in order ―to draw attention to implicit ideologies of texts and textual 

practices by examining issues of power, normativity, and representation‖ (Borsheim-Black et 

al., 2014, p. 123). According to Skolverket (2011a) teachers should actively endorse equality 

and work against discrimination based on for example ethnicity, sexual orientation and 

gender. And in accordance with the method of Critical Literacy Pedagogy, these criteria 

should be deciding factors when choosing which literary works to teach (Borsheim-Black et 

al., 2014). Based on the wording in the steering documents one could argue that the potential 

role of Critical Literacy Pedagogy as an approach to address these issues already is mandated 

by the government. However, the fact that the participating teachers rated ‗ethnicity‘, ‗sexual 

orientation‘ and ‗gender‘ lower when deciding what works to teach might be interpreted as an 

indication that CLP as a method is redundant: if the teachers are not affected by issues of 

representation than why would CLP be needed? We will analyze this further when looking at 

the participating teachers‘ concrete literature choices.    

 

From the point of view of CLP-reading and Borsheim-Black et al.‘s (2014) claim that reading 

literature according to this method will be ―facilitating opportunities for equity oriented 

sociopolitical action‖, analyzing what the participating teachers and students answered 

regarding the pre-selected aspects is of interest. The teachers and students were asked to rate a 

pre-selected number of aspects in accordance to their believed importance when choosing 

literature to teach. The ‗ethical and critical discussion‘ was valued the highest of the included 

selections, above ‗content‘, ‗language skills‘ and ‗literary terminology‘. From the perspective 

of Critical Pedagogy and Critical Literacy Pedagogy this result is very pleasing since critical 

discussion, ethics and values are of the outmost importance to spark an interest with the 

students to change society for the better (Guilherme & Phipps, 2004). The result indicates an 

aspiration to deal with ethical and critical topics, leaving room for a concrete method such as 
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Critical Literacy Pedagogy to do so most successfully. There is a correlation between this 

result and what the study done by Holt-Reynolds and McDiarmid (1994) showed: the 

participants mostly looked at how a certain work could teach their future students about socio-

political lessons. Still, the result could be viewed as somewhat surprising due to the possible 

incompatibility between the ratings regarding the criteria and the ratings regarding the 

aspects. For example, the teachers rated the aspect of ‗ethical/critical discussion‘ highest 

while neither the criteria ‗ethnicity‘, ‗sexual orientation‘ nor ‗gender‘ were rated particularly 

high. This raises the question what the participating teachers have had critical discussions 

about? There is a possibility that the teachers define ‗ethical/critical discussion‘ differently 

than the present study intended. To eliminate this risk, I asked the teachers to give examples 

of critical discussion they had conducted in their English courses. Answers such as ―ethnicity 

and racism, gender equality, life and death, living conditions in other countries, power and 

politics etc.‖ and ―rebellion, oppression, consumerism, the American Dream and feminism‖ 

reassured me that the majority understood what I meant with ‗ethical/critical discussion‘. As 

mentioned above it is crucial from a CLP-point of view that criteria such as ‗ethnicity‘, 

‗sexual orientation‘ and ‗gender‘ is in focus (Guilherme & Phipps, 2004), and perhaps even 

more so since the participating teachers answered that they rate ‗ethical/critical discussion‘ so 

high (Giroux, 2004; Janks, 2013). In addition to this, I wish to address the fact that when the 

students were asked to add their own criterion or aspect 29 students out of 42 chose to answer 

the question even though it by no means was mandatory to do so. Of these 29 students, 24 of 

them stated that they wanted their English teacher to ask them what they are interested in. 

Here, the benefits of CLP as a methodology when reading literature becomes evident: as 

stated earlier CLP reading helps to engage students to take ―sociopolitical action‖. Guilherme 

and Phipps (2004) further explain that Critical Pedagogy only can be successful when the 

student is placed in the center of teaching: a student's knowledge, experiences and ideas need 

to be respected when teaching. The study showed that some teachers recognized this as well 

when given the opportunity to add an aspect or criterion they thought of when choosing 

literary works, specifically listing students‘ interest as an important factor for their choices. 

Perhaps it would be possible to promote student involvement if Critical Pedagogy was 

implemented, since the student‘s own experiences and ideas are so central to this approach.   

 

To continue analyzing the result connected to the topic of discussion we will now look at how 

the students answered what they discussed after reading literature. One of them wrote that 

his/her English teacher and fellow students ―have discussed racism and that you don‘t decide 
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to leave your country and be a refugee‖ when reading literature. Other examples are one 

student who wrote that he/she understands how easily one can be affected by ones 

environment after a literature discussion, and another student wrote that a critical discussion 

led to an understanding that education is important: ―even for girls‖. These answers indicate 

that a critical discussion took place but from a CLP point of view it could also be interpreted 

as somewhat lacking regarding the approach to discuss social aspects such as ―the abuses of 

power in intercultural contexts‖ (Guilherme & Phipps, 2004, p. 1). A fairly offensive 

statement such as ―even for girls‖ regarding the importance of education might point to a 

deficiency in method of addressing controversial issues. In general, the students seem to be 

somewhat aware of what the teacher have wanted them to discuss in connection to the chosen 

literature. According to these students‘ answers, several of them could already be learning in 

the same direction Critical Pedagogy and Critical Literacy Pedagogy aim to teach. However, 

as shown by Participant 22, some students referred to discussions about films without a 

critical approach. Here we can also detect a vacuum where the method of conducting critical 

discussion might be further developed. 

 

The criterion with the lowest mean value is whether the chosen literary work belongs to the 

western canon or not: the highest achievable value was 6 and this scored 1.87 from the 

teachers and 2.79 by the students. When investigating if Critical Pedagogy and Critical 

Literacy Pedagogy have a potential role as a methodology when teaching English literature in 

upper secondary school in Sweden it is important to compare these ratings with the works 

actually listed by the participating English teachers. If it is true that this criterion, as well as 

‗gender‘ and ‗ethnicity‘, does not matter to the English teachers, how come almost all of the 

literary works listed are written by white, straight men from the western world? The research 

conducted by Holt-Reynolds and McDiarmid (1994) and Hastie and Sharplin (2012) suggest 

that teachers choose literature based on their canonical value, and the present study‘s results 

show that the teachers repeatedly use literary works written by Anglo-Saxon men and 

furthermore literary works which can be argued to belong to a western canon: 77, 4 % of the 

literature were written by white, Western men. For example William Golding‘s Lord of the 

Flies, various works by William Shakespeare and various works by Charles Dickens. Only 

2.6% of the works listed by the teachers were by non-Anglo-Saxon authors and only 22.6% 

were written by women. With numbers as these Critical Pedagogy and Critical Literacy 

Pedagogy can be very valuable as a method of teaching literature. One aim with the questions 
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in the survey was to unveil the participating teachers‘ unconscious literature choices: because 

this is what CLP tries to target as well.  

 

Borsheim-Black et al. (2014) argue that CLP successfully should be used when reading 

―canonical texts‖ (p. 123) since these kinds of works preserve ―ideologies that are also 

dominant—about Whiteness, masculinity, heterosexuality, Christianity, and physical and 

mental ability‖. Looking at the result from the present study we see that when asked a direct 

question the teachers claimed not to regard ethnicity or gender as important criteria, and their 

choices support this claim: they do not appear to think about that. However, their claim not to 

regard the canon as important is strongly disproved by their choices. Literature choices such 

as I Am Malala by Malala Yousafzai and Americanah by Chimamanda were the rare 

exception, and the homogenous selection of works exemplified by the teachers could be 

viewed as falling short of these purposes for teaching literature. It is important to highlight 

that fact that the present study‘s results, from both teachers and students point of view, 

indicate that the participating teachers, even though they did not choose literature by women 

or ethnic minorities, still chose to discuss issues involving both women or ethnic minorities, 

and found opportunity to do so despite the fact that they dominantly used texts by white 

males. The implementation of Critical Literacy Pedagogy would bring the fact that a 

perceived canon affects a number of English teachers‘ literature choices into light and would 

create a topic for discussion in the classroom. However, it is important to bear in mind that 

there could be an economical limitation to the teachers‘ literary choices: some teachers listed 

economy and existing classroom editions as restrictions on their literature choices, and it is 

fair to assume that some titles have been taught for years. On the other hand this could be seen 

as another argument for the potential role of Critical Literacy Pedagogy as a methodology 

when teaching English in upper secondary school in Sweden: according to Breunig (2009) 

Critical Pedagogy aims to ―challenge the structure of the traditional canon‖ (p. 249), and one 

of the main foci with CLP is to question why we read the literature that we read (Borsheim-

Black et al., 2014): to expose hidden agendas and attitudes. For example, why have some 

works, and not others, been purchased in classroom editions? 

 

The high rating of ‗ethical/critical discussion‘ in relation to the teachers literature examples, 

paints a picture of conscious teachers with an ambition to conduct critical discussions, but 

who might lack the necessary tools to critically question their own selection of literature. As 

mentioned in the background section, Borsheim-Black et al. (2014) claim that CLP can help 
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―calling into question the very curriculum‖ (p. 128) teachers ask students to study, which if 

applied by English teachers in upper secondary school in Sweden could inspire self-criticism. 

Giroux (2004) also argues that Critical Pedagogy can help educators make conscious choices 

regarding what to teach and why. As seen in Figure 9, almost 50 percent of the teachers 

answered that they did not have critical discussions about any of the literary works they had 

listed. In the light of this result one could assume that teachers need additional tools to 

organize critical discussions, and the approach of Critical Literacy Pedagogy could be the 

desired answer: Borsheim-Black et al. (2014) provide a template of appropriate questions for 

teachers to use when teaching literary works, and Abednia and Izadinia (2013) stresses the 

importance of a teacher‘s ability to lead the critical discussion.   

 

6. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the results of the present study show an expected use of literature in the ELF 

classroom. And there are several arguments regarding the positive effects of reading, for 

example both Breunig (2009) and Guilherme & Phipps (2004) state that there are tangible 

effects from reading according to the method of Critical Literacy Pedagogy, both in and 

outside of school. However, the fact that reading is good for language acquisition is not 

uniquely argued by CLP advocates, but by many others as well. Even though literature is 

known to be beneficial, and that most teachers use it, further and deeper benefits could be 

achieved if the literature taught were chosen and discussed according to CLP methodology. 

This becomes apparent when looking at an unpredicted aspect of the result: the dissonance 

between the criteria and aspects, which teachers consider when making their literary choices 

and the actual literature being taught. According to the teachers neither ethnicity, nor gender 

nor sexual orientation of the character(s) or author(s) in/of a literary work are particularly 

important when choosing what literature to teach, and their choices support this claim. 

However, the least important factor according to both teachers and students is if the literary 

work could be considered to be a part of the Western canon, which strongly is contradicted by 

the teachers‘ choices. What the concrete examples given by the teachers show, is that even 

though the choices are not made on a conscious level, these criteria still affect the choices 

being made. This disagreement between the acquired answers could have been avoided if 

CLP had been implemented as a method, since one of this approach‘s main foci is to question 

the choice of literature to see if any harmful power structures are being reproduced by it. This 

study‘s result supports the potential role of Critical Literacy Pedagogy as a methodology 
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when teaching literature in upper secondary school in Sweden. Therefore, I believe that 

English teachers teaching upper secondary school in Sweden can benefit from Critical 

Literacy Pedagogy, and should apply this approach when choosing what literature to teach as 

well as in the classroom. 

 

Finally, the results from the present study‘s two empirical surveys show that both teachers and 

students recognize a need for student input. Considering the results from Survey 2 it becomes 

evident that the students in the present study in general lack a sense of being heard by their 

English teachers. I believe, strengthened by the results from the present study, that a change 

has to be made in upper secondary school. As shown by the steering documents (Skolverket, 

2011a, Skolverket 2011b) and Dewey (1897) one important part of a teacher‘s mission is to 

include and foster conscious and critical young adults. In my opinion, this task takes 

precedence over everything else in a teacher‘s job description. In a world facing more 

challenges than ever teachers need tools to help their students deal with their everyday life as 

well as the future. Critical Pedagogy and Critical Literacy Pedagogy could function as such a 

tool. I agree with Dewey‘s (1897) statement that ―education is the fundamental method of 

social progress and reform‖ (p. 16), and I believe it is of the utmost importance that we never 

forget that. Even though the present study may seem of concern to only a small group of 

teachers, it could in fact interest anyone who cares about the future, and what kind of young 

adults we want shaping that future. 
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Appendix 1 

 

Degree project 

English literature survey - For English teachers teaching in upper secondary school, by an 

English-teacher student at Mälardalen University. 

In this survey the term "literary works" refers to written works such as novels, short stories, poems etc. 

 

Question 1 

The Teacher's Union estimates that the upper secondary English courses span 86 classroom 

hours each on average. How many of these hours do you estimate that you devote to literary 

works? 

An estimation 

 0-12 hour(s) 

 13-24 hours 

 25-36 hours 

 37-48 hours 

 49 hours or more 

 

Question 2 
Approximately how many literary works do you teach on your English courses? 

 
0 1-2 3-4 5-6 7- 

Do not teach 

this course 

English 5       

English 6       

English 7       

 

 

Question 3 
To what extent are you able to choose the literature you teach? 

kDue to the number of texts available etc. 

 Not at all 

 To some extent 

 To a large extent 

 Completely 
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Question 4 
Please give a brief explanation for your answer to the previous question: 

 

 

Question 5 
How would you rate the importance of the following criteria when choosing what literature to 

teach, on a scale from 1-6?  

1 being 'not important' and 6 being 'very important'. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Length of the 

literary work       

Ethnicity (author 

or character(s) in 

the text) 
      

Level of 

difficulty of the 

literary work 
      

Sexual 

orientation (author 

or character(s) in 

the text) 

      

Belonging to the 

Western canon       

Gender (author or 

character(s) in the 

text) 
      

Genre of the 

literary work       
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Question 6 
How would you rate the importance of the following aspects of learning when choosing what 

literature to teach?  

1 being 'not important' and 6 being 'very important'. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Content       

Language 

skills 

(grammar 

etc.) 

      

Ethical/Critical 

discussion       

Literary 

terminology       

 

 

Question 7 
Do you consider any other criteria or aspect, than what has been listed in Question 5 and 6, 

when choosing what literature to teach? 

If the answer is yes, give examples of what below. 

 

  

Question 8 
Give five examples of literary works you have taught in your English classes: 

Please include title of work and name of the author for each example 
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Question 9 
Have you had critical discussions in class regarding the works you listed in the previous 

question? 

 No 

 Yes, regarding 1 of the works I listed 

 Yes, regarding 2 of the works I listed 

 Yes, regarding 3 of the works I listed 

 Yes, regarding 4 of the works I listed 

 Yes, regarding 5 of the works I listed 

 

Question 10 
Please give some brief examples of discussion topics connected to your choices of literature 

(which you listed in Question 8). 

If you answered “No” to the previous question please skip this question. 
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Appendix 2 

 

Degree project - For students 

English literature survey - For Swedish students attending an English course in upper 

secondary school, by an English-teacher student at Mälardalen University. 

In this survey the term "literary works" refers to written works such as novels, short stories, poems etc. 

 

Question 1 
Each English course you attend span approximately 86 classroom hours each. How many of 

these hours do you think your teacher devotes to literary works? 

A general estimation. 

 0-12 hour(s) 

 13-24 hours 

 25-36 hours 

 37-48 hours 

 49 hours or more 

 

 

Question 2 
Approximately how many literary works do you read on your English courses? 

 
0 1-2 3-4 5-6 7 or more 

Do/Did not 

attend this 

course 

English 

5       

English 

6       

English 

7       
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Question 3 
Based on what you have read: how important do you believe your English teacher thinks the 

following criteria are when choosing literary works to teach, on a scale from 1-6? 

1 being 'not important' and 6 being 'very important'. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Length of 

the literary 

work 
      

Ethnicity 

(author or 

character(s) 

in the text) 

      

Level of 

difficulty of 

the literary 

work 

      

Sexual 

orientation 

(author or 

character(s) 

in the text) 

      

Belonging 

to the 

Western 

canon 

      

Gender 

(author or 

character(s) 

in the text) 

      

Genre of 

the literary 

work 
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Question 4 
Based on what you have read: how important do you believe your English teacher thinks the 

following aspects are when choosing literary works to teach, on a scale from 1-6?  

1 being 'not important' and 6 being 'very important'. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Content       

Language 

skills 

(grammar, 

spelling, etc.) 

      

Ethical/Critical 

discussion       

Literary 

terminology       

 

 

Question 5 
If YOU got to choose: how important do you think the following aspects are when reading 

literary works in school, on a scale from 1-6?  

1 being 'not important' and 6 being 'very important'. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Content       

Language 

skills 

(grammar, 

spelling, etc.) 

      

Ethical/Critical 

discussion       

Literary 

terminology       
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Question 6 
Do you believe any other criteria or aspects, than what has been listed in Question 3 and 4, are 

or should be important when reading literary works in school? If the answer is yes, give 

examples of what below. 

 

  

Question 7 
When you have read literary works in class, have you had critical discussions about them? 

 Yes 

 No 

 Other 

 

 

Question 8 
Please give some brief examples of critical discussion topics connected to the literary works 

you have read in school. 

If possible, write which literary work the example is connected to. If you answered “No” to the previous 

question please skip this question. 
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Appendix 3 

 

 

 

 

Greetings,  

My name is Kim Killgren de Klonia and I am currently completing my degree of Master of 

Arts in Upper Secondary Education at Mälardalen University in Eskilstuna. I am at my 

seventh semester out of a total of ten, and it is time for me to write my degree project in 

English. I need your help to be able to complete it. 

 

The aim with my study is to investigate what criteria and aspects teachers consider when 

choosing what literature to teach on their English courses, and if critical literacy pedagogy 

serves a purpose when teaching literature. To do this I am sending out a survey consisting of 

ten questions, which should not take longer than a maximum of 15 minutes to answer. The 

survey is anonymous so I will not be able to see where you are from, what your name is or 

which school you work at. That information is not relevant for the result of the study.  

 

The approved degree project will be a public record, which can be read by anyone. If you 

want me to send you a copy of the completed work or have any questions you can contact me, 

preferably per email. You find my contact information at the bottom of the page. I hope that 

you will participate and am grateful for your time. 

 

Best wishes, 

Kim Killgren de Klonia 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 


